THE PRECISIONS CONCERT

Sunday, May 3 at 2:30pm
No Registration Required

Part of the Town of Oyster Bay Distinguished Artist Series

The Precisions, are early rock-era recording artists of the Golden Crest label and were featured on the 1962 hit song, “Someone to Watch Over Me.” Since being reformed in 1996, the band has entertained audiences coast-to-coast with their unique brand of live, high energy “Vintage Rock.”
THE GOLDEN AGE OF AM RADIO
WITH TB ACOUSTIC CONCERT

Sunday, March 8 at 2:30pm
No Registration Required

This musical presentation by TB Acoustic with Tim Erbe, guitar/vocals and Beth Erbe, keyboard, covers music from the early sixties to the early seventies before FM radio became a regular staple. You'll have fond memories hearing hit songs like "Sweet Caroline" and "Happy Together", just to name a few.

Preference given to UFSD #22 residents.

PERFECT PITCH PROJECT
CONCERT

Sunday, March 29 at 2:30pm
No Registration Required

Join Perfect Pitch Project for an afternoon of Jazz music featuring songs from legendary artists Jimmy Cobb, Barry Harris, Marcus Miller, Natalie Cole, and many others. Perfect Pitch Project has performed at the White House, Carnegie Hall, and all over the world.

Preference given to UFSD #22 residents.

JAZZ THROUGH THE DECADES
WITH THE JAZZOPEDIA QUARTET

Sunday, April 26 at 2:30pm
No Registration Required

Allen Morrison, pianist and a jazz journalist for DownBeat and JazzTimes will present a capsule history of the evolution of jazz styles in the 20th century with his quartet. Come listen to music from the 1920s through the modern era - from ragtime to swing to bebop!

Preference given to UFSD #22 residents.